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Abstract
Scramjets are a class of high-speed aerospace propulsion devices that operate with no mov-
ing parts and perform combustion at supersonic speeds. They offer a viable option for
reusable, efficient, air-breathing hypersonic propulsion and they will be of critical impor-
tance to powering the transportation and defense systems of the future. Due to the lack of
turbo-machinery in scramjet flow paths, sufficient compression and velocity reduction of the
flow must be achieved using the Pre-Combustion Shock Train (PCST), which is a series of
shocks in the isolator portion of a scramjet. Under certain conditions, the PCST is ejected
out of the front of the engine, causing the engine to unstart. The consequences of unstart are
severe, with the engine no longer producing thrust, and potentially causing complete vehicle
loss. This work focuses on a high fidelity, computationally generated unstart simulation,
in which a pressure induced unstart event is potentially controlled by an upstream cavity.
Since such high-fidelity databases are large and difficult to analyze, modal decomposition
techniques are often employed. The challenge in applying these techniques for the unstart
problem is that it is not stationary i.e., it is unsteady but does not oscillate about a mean
position. To address this, two data-driven modal decomposition techniques, Dynamic Mode
Decomposition (DMD) and multi-resolution DMD (mrDMD) are examined by applying them
to the streamwise component of the unstarting velocity field. The mrDMD algorithm was
first validated on the statistically stationary case of supersonic flow over a wall-mounted
turret before it was applied to the unstart problem. Results from the DMD analysis of
unstart are compared to those from a 4-level mrDMD analysis, which allows for hierarchical
time-frequency analysis. DMD was able to capture some gross flow features of the unstart
event, such as final PCST location, top and bottom wall separation, and cavity shear layer
oscillations. mrDMD was able to identify all of these features as well, and additionally was
able to capture the PCST and separation bubbles in their correct spatio-temporal vicinities
as the isolator flow-field evolved over time. DMD, and mrDMD to a lesser extent, exhibited
difficulty in capturing the travelling shock waves of the PCST in a physically meaningful
manner, which is likely due to the methods being based on the Singular Value Decomposi-
tion. It was shown that despite these difficulties in capturing moving waves, mrDMD clearly
resolved spatio-temporal coherent structures in the isolator that DMD completely failed to.
However, mrDMD may require the snapshots to have finer spatiotemporal resolution, to al-
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Data Driven Modeling
Recent advances in both computational simulation techniques and experimental measure-
ment methods have made the collection of high fidelity data sets more ubiquitous than ever
before. As a result, dynamical systems can be accurately measured at an extremely high
level of spatiotemporal detail. However, the collection of data at such a high level of detail
can lead to extraordinarily large data sets, especially for modern systems of interest which
are often highly complex. These large, high-dimensional data sets often become difficult
to analyze and extract meaning from, simply due to their size. The field of data driven
modeling offers a way to overcome this difficulty, by applying mathematical techniques that
allow for meaningful quantification of the system’s dynamics by characterizing and extract-
ing underlying patterns in the data. Another exciting aspect of data driven modeling is that
it represents an ’equation free’ modeling technique, meaning no a priori knowledge of the
equations that govern the dynamics is needed to successfully perform analysis of the system.
When looking at a given high-dimensional data set taken from a complex system, the data
can appear disorganized and chaotic, especially if the system evolves in a non-linear fash-
ion over time. However, the complex dynamics of a system often evolve according to some
underlying low rank behavior that dominates the data set. For fluid dynamics problems,
the low rank patterns that define the dynamical behavior of a data set correspond to spa-
tiotemporal coherent flow structures. Accurate identification of a fluid system’s low rank
dynamics and dominant coherent structures can not only provide insight into the underlying
physics of the system, but also allow for future state prediction and control development.
To identify the important low-dimensional patterns from the full high-dimensional data set,
modal decomposition techniques are employed. Data driven decomposition techniques such
as Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD)
exist, while other decomposition techniques that are based on some operator relevant to the
system in question, such as Koopman analysis, global linear stability analysis, and resolvent
analysiscan also be employed [4]. While the presented work focuses on the data driven DMD
method and its multi-resolution extension, it is important to note the underlying theory
behind modal decomposition techniques as a whole.
The aforementioned modal decomposition methods, whether operator or data driven, allow
for the identification of low-dimensional, dynamically dominant features present in a system.
The application of these decomposition techniques allow for a low rank representation of the
original system, by identifying the key dynamical features and ignoring those that are not as
important. When applied to a fluid dynamics problem, these techniques can identify flow-
features that dominate the system, such as shock-boundary layer interactions (SBLIs), shear
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layer oscillations, and large scale turbulence, and the original complex flow-field can be mod-
eled very efficiently using only the coherent structures that have large influence over the flow.
While all commonly used modal decomposition techniques have their respective advantages
and disadvantages, the present work focuses solely on the DMD method and one of its ex-
tensions. DMD is an especially insightful decomposition technique since its algorithm not
only allows for the identification of important coherent structures in a flow-field, but also
gives some insight into how these modes evolve in time, which allows for a low-rank, efficient
time reconstruction of the original dynamical system to be created. An additional benefit of
DMD is that it is relatively easy to implement and computationally efficient, with the cost of
the algorithm being a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of all but one of the snapshots
in the database being considered. However, since the DMD algorithm breaks down the data
set being analyzed into spatial modes with associated frequencies and growth/decay rates,
DMD is best suited for systems with neutral, oscillatory dynamics, and care must be taken
when applying the method to data sets that are taken from transient or unstable systems
[5]. The subsequent sections outline the motivation for using an extension of DMD (called
mrDMD) that is better suited for transient data sets, and frames how mrDMD is applied to
the problem of scramjet unstart.
1.1.1 Dynamic Mode Decomposition
Dynamic Mode Decomposition combines aspects of spatial modal decomposition with the
Fourier transform, allowing for the identification of coherent structures in a dynamical sys-
tem and their associated time dynamics. The method was first introduced by Schmid et
al in the fluids community in 2008 [6], and subsequently the most modern definition of the
DMD method was formulated by Tu et al in 2013 [7]. Since DMD is a data driven method,
the only input required is the raw data collected from a given experiment or simulation, that
are organized into a time series of snapshots.
DMD is deeply connected with Koopman spectral theory as shown by Rowley et al in 2009
[8]. Koopman theory states that for any non-linear dynamical system there exists an infinite
dimensional linear operator, called the Koopman operator, that exactly describes how the
dynamics evolve in time. Within Koopman theory, the measurements of a dynamical sys-
tem are taken as functions, and consequentially they form a Hilbert space where the infinite
dimensional Koopman operator represents the action of the dynamical system [9]. In real
world applications, a limit to dimensionality is introduced by taking measurements at a set
of finite data points (i = 1, 2, ...n) over a finite time range (t = 1, 2, ...m), and an exact calcu-
lation of the Koopman operator cannot be obtained. However, the DMD method accurately
computes a linear operator within the finite dimensional space spanned by the data set, that
accurately approximates the infinite dimensional Koopman operator. Thus DMD represents
a way to approximate the dynamics of a non-linear system through a finite-dimensional lin-
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ear operator.
To successfully implement the DMD method, the dynamical system being examined is mod-




Here, x represents the current state of the system and A represents the linear model of
the continuous time dynamics. This form of differential equation can be solved with the




φk exp(ωkt)bk = Φ exp(Ωt)b (2)
Where φk and ωk are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the matrix A, the coefficients bk
are the coordinates of the system’s initial conditions, x(0), projected onto the eigenvector
basis, and n represents the bound on dimensionality introduced by the discretization of the
dynamical system into n spatial points. It is also possible to approximate the dynamics
of the system by discretizing them over the time interval of interest, yielding k = 1, 2, ...m
’snapshots’ of the system, each separated by some ∆t:
xk+1 = Axk (3)
where
A = exp(A∆t) (4)
A solution to the system that is expressed using terms obtained from the discretized matrix






j bj = ΦΛ
kb (5)
In the discretized solution, φj and λj are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A respectively,
bj still represents the system’s initial conditions projected onto the eigenvector basis, and
n is still the number of spatial points in the system. Specifically within the DMD frame-
work, the eigenvectors in Φ are called ’DMD modes’ and contain the coherent structures
underlying the physics of the system, and the eigenvalues in Λ govern the dynamics of each
corresponding mode.
The matrix that represents the discretized dynamics of the system, A, is optimally con-
structed so that it best fits the trajectory of x between the kth and kth+1 snapshots in the
L2 sense,
||xk+1 −Axk||2 (6)
When considering the full range of snapshots k = 1, 2, ...,m, the matrix A that minimizes
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(1.6), will change from snapshot to snapshot. Thus, to find a matrix A that will best linearly
approximate the dynamics across all snapshots, a slightly different regression technique is
employed. The data across all m snapshots is organized into two large matrices,
X =

| | ... |
x1 x2 ... xm−1




| | ... |
x2 x3 ... xm
| | ... |
 (7b)
where each of the m column vectors are all the spatial measurements taken from the system
at a specific point in time. The linear approximation of the dynamics between the two
matrices is defined as,
X′ ≈ AX (8)
Here, the matrix A is the unique matrix that minimizes the Frobenius norm,
||X′ −AX||F (9)
The matrix A that minimizes (9), is the best fit linear approximation of the dynamics of
the complex system across all snapshots in the data set. Even if the system being examined
exhibits nonlinear dynamics, A still provides a locally linear approximation of the dynamics
from snapshot to snapshot. The main thrust of the DMD method is to efficiently determine
the behavior of A for a given data set, which leads to decomposition of the data into a set of
dynamic modes that provide insight into the spatiotemportal coherent structures present in
the system, as well as their associated time dynamics. An important assumption when using
DMD is that the individual snapshots xk in the matrix X are high dimensional, making the
matrices X and X′ tall and skinny. This assumption is usually valid when using snapshots
generated from a high-fidelity CFD simulation, where the number of spatial points n is typ-
ically O(106) and above,while the number of snapshots m is typically O(102) to O(103) at
most. If A were to be directly computed from the matrices X and X′ of this size, the number
of elements in A would be O(1012) or higher. Thus, a direct computation of A is intractable
when n is large. The DMD method takes advantage of the fact that m << n, which in turn
means that the matrix A is at most rank m−1. A low rank subspace can be defined by a set
of m−1 POD spatial modes, and within this subspace a low rank representation of A can be
computed. This low rank representation, defined as Ã, contains at most (m− 1)2 elements,
but still accurately captures how the dynamics of the system evolve across snapshots. The
low rank dynamics are then reprojected into the full dimensions spanned by the dataset.
This full dimensional reprojection of Ã contains an accurate reconstruction of the leading,
dominant eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the orginal A matrix. Therefore, the DMD method
can accurately capture the behavior of the A matrix, without an explicit computation of A.
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The DMD method provides many strengths as an analysis tool, such as being equation
free, relatively simple to implement, and allowing for insight into the key underlying physics
of a problem. However, the method has multiple weaknesses as well. Since the DMD method
is based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), it has the same difficulty in captur-
ing non-stationary (unsteady and does not fluctuate about a mean) behavior in a dataset
that the SVD does. Data sets that exhibit rotational and/or translational invariance across
snapshots can lead to an artificial inflation of the low rank characterisation of the systems
dynamics, and data sets that exhibit transient on/off phenomena may not be accurately
captured at all.
1.1.2 Combined Time Frequency Analysis
When analyzing a data set, it is often useful to determine its underlying frequency content
to gain insight into the range of frequencies the signals in a given data set span, and what
components of the overall signal are important. When the data set being considered is an
aerodynamic flow-field, frequency analysis can give insight to the nature of flow features like
shock boundary layer interactions, separation characteristics, and turbulence. A common
method of computing the frequency content of a signal is to perform the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT), which is a discretized method of computing the analytic Fourier Trans-
form. The DFT algorithm takes a vector of data points from some time series input signal f ,
and maps them onto the frequency domain coefficients in the vector f̂ . This is accomplished
by multiplying the input vector by a linear operator, which in this case is the complex-valued
Vandermonde matrix W. Once the data has been transformed into the frequency domain,
excellent frequency information can be obtained about the signal by viewing the Power Spec-
tral Density (PSD). The PSD indicates how much power the signal contains at each of its
frequency components, so the frequencies that are most important to the original signal can
be determined. When DMD is applied to a set of snapshots, it acts like a data-driven DFT
since each calculated mode will have a corresponding frequency.
A main drawback of the DFT is that when the signal is transformed into the frequency
domain, all time information about the signal is lost. This drawback also applies to DMD.
The loss of temporal information means that the DFT is best designed to analyze signals
that are periodic in time, because it does not matter when in time a specific frequency is
occurring for a purely periodic signal. However, real-world signals are often not periodic,
and contain evolving frequency content over time. This motivates the use of methods that
allow for determining both what frequencies are occurring in a given signal, and when in
time these frequencies occur.
One analysis method that gives combined time and frequency information of a signal is
the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), which is also known as a ’windowed’ Fourier
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Transform. The STFT algorithm takes the normal Fourier Transform, and multiplies it by
some windowing function that moves through time, and computes the frequency content of
windowed function using the DFT. The formal definition of the STFT is given as,




where the resulting signal of the STFT transform, X (τ, ω), is a function of both frequency
and some time window. The results of the STFT are the frequency spectra of the signal
within the various time segments that are created by windowing the signal. The results
of the STFT can be viewed using a three dimensional plot called a spectrogram, which is
analogous to the two dimensional PSD from DFT analysis. When viewing a spectrogram
the x, y, and z axes are time, frequency, and amplitude respectively. In Fig 1, the time series
of a notional signal is shown, and its subsequent notional PSD and spectrogram results are
shown to compare how the STFT and DFT decompose the same signal.
Figure 1: Notional time series of a signal and the results of its corresponding transformation
via the DFT (left) and STFT (right)
The original time series plot of the signal has excellent time resolution, meaning that it is
very easy to tell what the signal is doing at any given point in time. However, time series
contains no frequency resolution, so it is impossible to tell what individual frequency com-
ponents comprise the signal at any point in time. The results of the DFT contain excellent
frequency resolution and no time resolution, since the entire signal was transformed from
the time domain into the frequency domain. Consequentially, it is very easy to tell what
frequencies make up the original signal, but there is no information that indicates when in
time a given frequency is active in the original signal. As mentioned before this is not an
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issue with purely periodic signals, since the same frequency information is repeated through-
out time. For signals that contain non-periodic content that changes over time, obtaining
information about what frequency components are occurring during a given time interval can
give greater insight into the nature of the system. The results of the STFT do exactly this,
capturing the signal’s content with both some resolution in frequency and some resolution
in time.
While the STFT combines some of the benefits of both time and frequency analysis, it
retains information in poorer time and frequency resolution than pure time series or DFT
analysis respectively. This result stems from the Uncertainty Principle of quantum mechan-
ics, and its extension to signal processing. In the same way a particle can never be measured
as a point in the position-momentum plane, a signal can never be measured as a point in the






where σt and σf are the standard deviation estimates of time and frequency respectively.
Variation of the size of the windowing function used in combined time-frequency analysis,
which in turn changes σt, can lead to different ’resolution schemes’, like the ones depicted in
Fig 2.
Figure 2: STFT analysis resolution scheme when using a short time window (left) and a
long time window (right), from [1]
Shortening the time window leads to increased temporal resolution, but decreased frequency
resolution, while lengthening the time window has the inverse effect. Changing the resolu-
tion scheme for a given signal can improve the results of combined-time frequency analysis,
but the fixed nature of resolution scheme makes the STFT ill-suited for analysis of signals
that exhibit multiple scales in both frequency and time. As is often the case with real-world
systems, like unsteady, turbulent flow-fields, the time and spatial scales are broadband in
nature and are difficult to analyze with fixed resolution schemes.
To extend the capabilities of combined time-frequency analysis to resolve a signal at varying
time and frequency scales, multi-resolution analysis (MRA) and wavelets are often employed.
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MRA takes advantage of the natural relationship between frequency and time to produce
better time-frequency information about a signal. Lower frequency signals take longer in
time to complete a given number of cycles, so the there is not as much need to be precise
about when in time these lower frequency signals are active. The inverse concept applies
to high frequency signals, since they can finish a given number of cycles in a much shorter
time period. Using this natural time-frequency relationship, MRA performs a hierarchical
time-frequency analysis that gives good frequency resolution but poor time resolution for
the lowest frequency components of signal, and good time resolution but poor frequency res-
olution for the higher frequency components of a signal. An example of this time-frequency
hierarchy is depicted in Fig 3.
Figure 3: Example of multi-resolution analysis time-frequency hierarchy
Multi-resolution analysis still abides by the same uncertainty principle as stated in Equation
(11), but the standard deviation terms are manipulated when looking at different frequencies
ranges that comprise the original signal. When lower frequency bands are being analyzed,
less temporal resolution is required, so the σt term can be increased. This in turn allows
the σf term to be decreased, yielding improved frequency resolution. As higher and higher
frequency components are analyzed, more temporal resolution is required to determine when
in the evolving time-signal they occur. Following (11), this leads to poorer frequency resolu-
tion for higher frequency signal components. However, the multi-resolution scheme enables
MRA to be better suited for analysis of realistic, time evolving signals.
As was done with the Discrete Fourier Transform mapping a time signal onto the frequency
domain, and the Short Time Fourier Transform mapping the signal onto a fixed resolution
time-frequency domain, some new transform must be applied to a time signal to map it onto
the hierarchical time-frequency domain. This is accomplished with the Wavelet Transform.
The Wavelet Transform takes a time signal, and projects it through function space into the
wavelet domain where the basis functions are complex functions known as wavelets. This
process is a generalized extension of how the Fourier Transform projects a signal through
function space into the frequency domain, where the basis functions are sines and cosines
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[10]. As is the case with the Fourier Transform, angles between vectors in the old and new
domains are preserved since the new basis functions are mutually orthogonal.
Determining a set of basis functions for the Wavelet Transform begins with defining a general
function known as the ’mother wavelet’, and then scaling and translating the mother wavelet










Here, a and b are the mother wavelet’s governing parameters, with a responsible for scaling
the frequency band a wavelet can capture, b responsible for translating the time segment
a wavelet captures. When a is equal to 1, and b is equal to 0, ψ(t) represents the mother
wavelet. The mother wavelet is some function that is constructed such that it is orthogonal
to subsequent iterations of itself, when scaled according to Equation (12). Since the wavelet
functions form an orthogonal basis and the basis functions can be scaled to cover different
heights and time periods in the space they define, wavelets are ideal for projecting a time
series signal into the multi-resolution time frequency domain. This is formally defined as the
inner product of the time series vector f , and a family of wavelet basis functions ψa,b :
Wψ(f)(a, b) = 〈f, ψa,b〉 (13)
Wavelets and multi-resolution analysis were developed independently in the fields of math-
ematics, quantum mechanics, seismology, and electrical engineering. Modern developments
in wavelet theory have led to their application in image compression, vision science, and
turbulence analysis [11]. There are hundreds of types of wavelets, each tailored to a specific
kind of analysis, but they are all able to be scaled and translated while retaining orthogonal-
ity which enables them to hierarchically extract time-frequency information from a signal.
This hierarchical extraction not only allows for more precise analysis across different time
and frequency scales, but also gives MRA the ability to extract on/off transients in a signal
that might otherwise be missed by fixed resolution analyses. Both of these benefits make
wavelets and MRA a very attractive option for analyzing the realistic, broadband, time
evolving signals that arise from complex dynamical systems.
1.1.3 Multi-Resolution Dynamic Mode Decomposition
As mentioned previously DMD acts as a data driven Fourier Transform of the entire dynami-
cal system being considered, with each mode acting as a frequency component of the original
dynamics. Consequentially, DMD suffers from the same inability of the Fourier Transform to
retain any temporal information about the system because the entire time series of snapshots
taken from the dynamical system are considered. As a data-driven method, this makes DMD
amenable to complex systems that are statistically stationary, i.e. systems that are unsteady
but exhibit dynamics that oscillate around a mean position. However, systems of interest
often display dynamics that will evolve over time, and contain underlying coherent structures
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that span multiple frequency and time scales. Due to the large nature of data sets being
generated with modern computational and experimental tools, the combined time-frequency
analyses discussed in the previous section become difficult to apply to the entire system
and extract meaning from the results. This motivates extending the data-driven nature of
DMD to the hierarchical framework of multi-resolution analysis using the multi-resolution
Dynamic Mode Decomposition (mrDMD) method.
To give mrDMD the ability to capture the underlying physics of a system, the same concept
of hierarchical extraction of time-frequency information used in MRA is applied. It should
be noted that mrDMD does not use wavelets like traditional MRA does, since the input to
the algorithm is just the set of experimental or computational snapshots being considered.
When applying the mrDMD algorithm to a set of snapshots, the user will define a number
of levels of recursion, `max, that they want the algorithm to perform. At each level, the
snapshots are divided into a number of time ’bins’ (denoted as j), that each contain equal
numbers of snapshots. The maximum number of bins per level is defined according to,
jmax = 2
`−1 (14)
and each bin at each level contains 1
jmax
of the snapshots. At each bin in every level, the
DMD algorithm is applied to the proper set of snapshots. After each application of the
DMD algorithm, some ’slow modes’ are captured. These slow modes are the modes whose
eigenvalues have the lowest magnitude in the complex plane, and consequentially represent
the lowest frequency content in the data set. These slow modes are reconstructed into a
time solution and then their influence is subtracted from the original set of snapshots. This
is a data-driven approach to the hierarchical time-frequency analysis that wavelets perform.
It should also be noted that the mrDMD algorithm divides the number of snapshots being
considered in each bin by two as it moves up a level. A figure from [2] is shown to visually
depict the recursive procedure of mrDMD.
Figure 4: Visualization of mrDMD hierarchical analysis procedure, from [2]
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The figure shows a notional 3 level mrDMD analysis. At the first level all m snapshots are
considered. This is the same as performing a normal DMD algorithm on the snapshot set,
but at the first level in mrDMD only the ’slow’ DMD modes are retained. At the second level,
m
2
snapshots are considered in each bin, and m
4
in each bin at the third level. The time-series
reconstruction of the captured slow modes at each bin is calculated using Equation (5), and
the influences of these slow modes on the original data set are removed using
Xraw(t) = Xraw(t)−XDMDslow(`, j)(t) (15)
where Xraw(t) is the original full set of snapshots, and XDMDslow(`, j)(t) is the time recon-
struction of the slow modes captured in the jth bin at the `th level. As shown by (15), the
original input data for the DMD algorithm can change for each new bin after slow mode
reconstruction, since the influence of captured ’slow’ frequency components are removed as
the mrDMD algorithm completes its analysis. This component removal method follows the
same hierarchical analysis procedure of wavelets and MRA, and is crucial for allowing tran-
sient patterns to be revealed by the data driven procedure.
For a DMD mode to be considered ’slow’, the magnitude of its continuous time eigenvalue
must fall below a certain threshold. This magnitude threshold is the radius of the grey circle
denoted as ’mode removal region’ in Fig 4. The radius for the region of removal, defined as ρ,
is a user defined parameter in the mrDMD algorithm and there is relative freedom of choice
in setting ρ based on the system being analyzed. Literature examples include setting ρ as
a function of the number of cycles over the specific time-segment being considered [9]. In
this work ρ is considered as both a Strouhal number threshold and a scalar that is inversely
proportional to the time period of a given bin, to mimic the relationship in Equation (11).
mrDMD was developed to address the two main deficiencies of the base DMD algorithm,
which are its difficulty to handle both data with on/off transients and data with trans-
lation/rotational invariance of low rank coherent structures. Using the same hierarchical
framework of MRA, mrDMD can extract higher frequencies that are only active for a por-
tion of the snapshots taken from the dynamical system. To try and overcome the deficiency
of DMD at capturing non-stationary structures, mrDMD uses the idea that if a small enough
time segment is considered a translating or rotating structure would appear stationary. Once
the moving structure is close to stationary in a given time bin, mrDMD can accurately cap-
ture the structure and any associated dynamics. One drawback of mrDMD is that it is
significantly more computationally expensive than the base DMD algorithm, due to its re-
cursive nature. Certain techniques for improving the algorithm’s efficiency exist, such as
sub-sampling [2] and singular value thresholding [12]. The ability of mrDMD to overcome
some of the deficiencies of normal DMD make it an attractive data-driven decomposition
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method for problems that exhibit both highly transient and multi-scale physics.
1.2 Scramjets and Unstart
Vehicles that travel at hypersonic speeds (M∞ ' 5), have limited choice for propulsion sys-
tems. Rockets present one method for powering a craft at hypersonic speeds, but are not a
desirable system for re-usable, sustained flight vehicles due to their relatively poor efficiencies
and the weight penalty associated with carrying both fuel and oxidizer on board. Super-
sonic combustion ramjets, or scramjets, are an emerging alternative for hypersonic vehicles,
since they are both more efficient than rocket engines and are air-breathing, eliminating the
need to carry oxidizer as well as fuel. Due to the lack of traditional turbo-machinery in the
flow-path of scramjets (and ramjets), sufficient compression and velocity reduction of the
incoming freestream air must be achieved with a series of shock waves. The requirement
for supersonic combustion in a scramjet compared to traditional subsonic combustion in a
conventional ramjet stems from the losses associated with slowing supersonic flow to sub-
sonic speeds. Decreasing high supersonic flow to subsonic speeds in the length scale of an
engine inlet can lead to high stagnation pressure loses and separated internal flow, due to
the strong shocks present in a super-sonic inlet [13]. Both of these consequences from inlet
shocks reduce the efficacy of the compressive portion of the engine cycle, and subsequently
overall thrust production. In order to abate these losses, scramjets slow the incoming high
speed air to low super-sonic speeds, which lowers stagnation pressure loss and imposes a
more favorable inlet pressure gradient. Due to their reduction of inlet/compression losses
associated with slowing down incoming hypersonic flows to still super-sonic speeds, scram-
jets become the most efficient propulsion system, in terms of specific impulse (Isp), starting
around M∞ ≈ 5. A canonical plot of various propulsion systems, and their Isp values versus
freestream Mach number demonstrates the advantages scramjets possess in the hypersonic
flight regime.
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Figure 5: Canonical plot of various propulsion system Isp versus M∞, from [3]
The geometry of a scramjet is relatively simple, as outlined in Fig. 6a, due to its lack of
moving parts. The main components of the engine are the inlet, the isolator, the combustion
zone, and the nozzle. The inlet serves to first capture incoming hypersonic flow and direct
it into the scramjet flowpath. Following the inlet, the flow enters the isolator portion. The
isolator houses the series of shock waves used for compression and velocity reduction, also
known as the Pre-Combustion Shock Train (PCST), as well as the area just downstream of
the PCST where additional pressure changes due to mixing, heat addition, and area variation
can occur [14]. This entire combined region of pressure rise is known as the ’pseudo-shock’
and is outlined in Fig. 6b. The isolator is designed to contain this pseudo-shock and provide
a buffer zone between the higher pressures of the combustion zone and the lower pressures
of the inlet region of the flow-field. Following the isolator is the combustion zone, where
supersonic combustion occurs. Combustion is often aided by flame-holder cavities, which
promote fuel mixing and increase residence time [15]. The last portion of the scramjet is the
nozzle, where the internal energy of the high-enthalpy flow is converted to kinetic energy via
expansion to provide thrust.
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(a) Generic scramjet design, adapted from [16]
(b) Visualization of the pseudo-shock region held in the isolator portion of the scramjet, adapted
from [16]
Figure 6: Overall scramjet design with pseudo-shock in isolator region highlighted
While the geometry of the engine is relatively simple, the harsh nature of the hypersonic
flight regime introduces many complex physical phenomena that make the implementation
of scramjet engines difficult. High temperature effects, non-equilibrium chemistry, and shock
boundary layer interactions (SBLIs) combined with the short residence time of air within a
scramjet present thermodynamic, structural, and gas-dynamic engineering challenges in each
segment of the scramjet engine. One major challenge associated with the isolator portion of
the scramjet engine is the phenomenon of unstart, where under certain conditions the PCST,
which is critical to successful engine operation, is ejected upstream out of the inlet. The con-
sequences of unstart are severe, with the engine ingesting a significantly reduced mass flow
rate, which renders the engine unusable [17], and can even result in vehicle damage and loss
[18].
The phenomenon of unstart is initiated by a pressure rise in the flow-field downstream
of the isolator. In full scramjet systems, this pressure rise is often caused by an increase
in heat-release associated with transient fuel-staging, as extensively discussed in [16],[19],
and [20]. Experiments considering unstart often use mechanical flaps to mimic this pres-
sure rise and simplify the flow-field, as outlined in [21]. If the pressure rise is large enough,
boundary layer separation will occur within the isolator, and the pressure rise information
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is freely propagated upstream through the subsonic, separated region of the flow-field. As
the separation and pressure rise moves upstream, the supersonic core area of the flowpath
is reduced [22], the shock train morphs into a more lambda-like structure, and the SBLIs
vary in nature. When considering combustion induced unstart, thermal choking effects must
also be considered in the rear portion of the isolator near the combustor entrance. While
the isolator is designed to contain the pressure rise between the combustor and inlet, all
the aforementioned flow-physics associated with combustion-induced heat-release or panel-
induced back-pressure increase can create a pressure gradient across the isolator portion of
the flow-field that will begin to drive the PCST forward and ultimately lead to full isola-
tor/inlet unstart.
To maintain successful engine operation, the scramjet isolator must contain the pseudo-
shock portion of the flow-field, and in doing so successfully provides a region where the
pressure-rise associated with combustion does not directly distort the flow at the engine
inlet. A longer isolator provides a longer region where this pressure rise can be modulated,
but will cause adverse weight penalties and impractical length scales for its associated en-
gine. Shorter isolators offer a weight advantage, but are more prone to unstarting due to
their reduced length margins that can contain the PCST. A desirable design compromise is
a shorter isolator with some control system that prevents unstart by regulating the internal
flow-field of the scramjet in order to retain the PCST within the isolator. In order to at-
tempt to control unstart, identification of the key incipient dynamics and the conditions that
precede them must be achieved, and control systems must be activated in the small time
window between the initiation of an unstart event and full PCST ejection, which is O(ms)
[16]. Attempts have been made to implement unstart control systems using boundary-layer
bleeding [22], active control of fuel staging [23], water-cooled flap actuation [18], and cavity
resonance [24].
1.2.1 Application of Modal Decomposition
The complex nature of the unstart problem requires rich, precise measurements to accurately
capture the underlying dynamics occurring in the scramjet flowpath, and as such high-fidelity
simulations offer an attractive method to analyze unstart. In order to quantify the captured
flow-physics, data-driven modal decomposition can be employed to extract meaning from
the complex flow that would otherwise be intractable. Given the non-stationary nature of
the unstart problem, and the multi-scale, transient nature of the associated physics, modal
decomposition techniques that only consider the entire time-series of simulation snapshots
will not be optimal tools for analyzing unstart simulations, possibly making multi-resolution
methods better for analysis
In an attempt to better identify the underlying dynamics of unstart, mrDMD is applied
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to a high-fidelity simulation of a cavity-controlled isolator, with Mach 2.24 incoming flow.
A 4 level mrDMD analysis, with parameters outlined in Chapter 2, is performed to see if
the hierarchical time-frequency analysis of mrDMD can better capture the meaningful dy-
namics of the unstart case. A normal DMD analysis is also performed, and the results are
compared in Chapter 3. Due to the highly transient nature of the database being ana-
lyzed, results obtained from both the DMD and mrDMD analyses need to be interpreted
with care. Modes may not have real physical significance, since the DMD algorithm is just
approximating the underlying dynamics across all snapshots as outlined in (6), and char-
acterizing non-stationary flow features such as PCST and separation region movement into
pure frequency components. Additionally, both the number of snapshots taken from unstart
database, and only a 4 level mrDMD analysis may not be sufficient for overcoming the trans-
lation/rotational invariance issues DMD experiences. However, the results of mrDMD and
DMD are still be compared to each other, to demonstrate any benefits the former algorithm
has over the latter for a non-stationary problem like scramjet unstart.
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Chapter II: Methodology
2.1 Singular Value Decomposition
In DMD, as well as other decomposition techniques like POD, the Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD) is the core mathematical technique used to extract low-rank patterns from
high-dimensional data. The SVD is a well known, robust, numerically stable, and efficient
method for data-driven matrix decomposition that is commonplace in engineering and sci-
entific applications. Since SVD is the driving force of the DMD and mrDMD algorithms, it
is worthwhile to briefly explore the SVD, and to also review its shortcomings when applied
to non-stationary data.
The SVD is formally defined as
T = UΣV∗ (16)
where T, is a general n x m matrix, U is an n x m matrix copmrised of the left singular
vectors, Σ is an m x m diagonal matrix containing the singular values, and V∗ is an m x
m matrix containing the right singular vectors. Matrices of these sizes allow for the most
efficient computation of the SVD since only the first m non-zero singular values are consid-
ered, and as such this method is called the ’economy sized’ SVD. It should be noted that
the U and V matrices are both unitary and have orthonormal columns, and Σ only contains
positive, real valued entries. The U and V matrices provide a column basis and row basis of
the original T matrix, and can be thought of as storing the column and row patterns from
the original matrix respectively. When regarding a time-series of snapshots, the left singular
vectors can be thought of as containing the spatial patterns of the snapshot series, while the
right singular vectors contain the temporal patterns.
The ’Achilles heel’ of the SVD is that it can not efficiently handle matrices that exhibit
translational/rotational invariance, or on/off transients [25]. To give an example, consider
a matrix, X, that contains m snapshots taken from a simulation of a travelling wave. The
wave travels across all spatial points n, during the simulation but the number of spatial
points the wave takes up is << n in a given snapshot. As the snapshots move from 1→ m,
the set of spatial points the wave occupies in the column vector will vary greatly. The SVD
will not view this as one, strongly correlated coherent spatial pattern moving through time,
but will view it as many weakly correlated waves that occur at all points in time. A similar
issue occurs with on/off transients, where the phenomena are poorly captured since they
do not persist as a coherent pattern across all m snapshots. This exemplifies why SVD
based methods are poorly equipped to handle non-stationary data, and motivates the use of
methods such as mrDMD.
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2.2 Dynamic Mode Decomposition
As previously stated, DMD decomposes a flow-field into a set of spatial modes and also
computes the time dynamics associated with each mode. The dynamics of a given mode are
represented as an oscillation frequency with a corresponding growth/decay rate. The most
modern definition of DMD, as formulated by Tu et al, is outlined in this section according
to the algorithm found in [9].
The goal of DMD is to linearly approximate the dynamics of a complex system across all
m snapshots taken from the system, as outlined in Section 1.1.1. Restating 7a and 7b for
convenience, the snapshots are first divided into two n x m− 1 matrices,
X =

| | ... |
x1 x2 ... xm−1




| | ... |
x2 x3 ... xm
| | ... |
 (7b)
where n is the number of spatial points measured in the system, and m is the total number
of snapshots. The two matrices contain all the time evolving measurements of the system,
and the two matrices are separated by one time step. The dynamics of the system are
approximated by the discrete linear operator A, previously given as
X′ ≈ AX (8)
Since the X and X′ are known, the unique A matrix that contains the local least squares
approximation of the entire system’s dynamics can be solved using the following relationship:
A = X′X† (18)
Here, X† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, which is a generalized inverse for non-
singular, rectangular matrices [26]. It is important to note that determining the nature of
the dynamical matrix A via an eigendecomposition is the main thrust of the DMD method,
as this matrix contains all relevant information on how the linear approximation of the sys-
tem’s dynamics will evolve. The eigenvectors of A are the dynamic modes, or DMD modes,
of the system of interest, and each eigenvalue of A govern the dynamics of a corresponding
mode. If X′ and X† are low-dimensional, this problem can become relatively trivial, but
in practice, especially when considering high-fidelity simulations of complex dynamical sys-
tems, these matrices are very high-dimensional. The number of spatial measurements n, and
temporal measurements m for such simulations are typically O(106) and O(103) respectively.
Snapshot matrices of this size yield dynamical matrices, A, that have O(1012) elements and
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require at least O(1014) operations to compute using the most efficient matrix multiplication
algorithms [27]. Thus with high-dimensional data sets the direct computation of A becomes
intractable, even with modern processing power.
In order to avoid direct computation of A and its eigendecomposition, the DMD algorithm
finds a low rank representation of A that accurately captures its leading eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. This low rank approximation is denoted as Ã. To compute Ã, the matrix A
is projected into a low rank subspace provided by at most m− 1 POD spatial modes. This
procedure is outlined below.
First, the SVD of the first n x m − 1 snapshot matrix X is taken, following the economy
SVD approach,
X = UΣV∗ (19)
The rank of the U,Σ, and V matrices can be reduced to some optimal rank r, as outlined
in [12], but this further increase in rank reduction was not explored in this work. The
pseudo-inverse of X is calculated using the SVD,
X† = VΣ−1U∗ (20)
Combining Equations 18 and 20 yields
A = X′VΣ−1U∗ (21)
Here, A is partially decomposed, but still represented in its original high-dimensions. A can
be projected onto the rank reduced, orthogonal basis U using
Ã = U∗AU (22)
Combining 21, 22, and simplifying yields
Ã = U∗X′VΣ−1 (23)
Here, it is seen that Ã is an m− 1 x m− 1 matrix that is efficiently calculated by a series of
low-dimensional matrices. Ã also retains the dominant behavior of A, since A was projected
onto a hierarchical orthogonal basis, provided by the POD modes U. Thus computing the
eigendecomposition of Ã gives insight into the dominant dynamics of the orginal system
approximated in Equation (8). The eigendecomposition is given as
ÃW = WΛ (24)
where W is a matrix whose column vectors are the eigenvectors of Ã, and Λ is a diagonal
matrix containing the eigenvalues of Ã. Even though the Ã matrix is low-dimensional, it
contains the leading and dominant portion of the high-dimensional A matrix, and the eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues from Equation 24 can be used to reconstruct A in high-dimensional
space,
Φ = X′VΣ−1W (25)
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where Φ is a matrix of the exact eigenvectors of A, having the same n x m−1 dimensions as
the original, high-dimensional snapshot matrices. The column vectors of Φ have the exact
same ’shape’ as the original snapshots, and can be reconstructed as ’eigen flow-fields’, that
contain coherent, spatial structures that dominate the dynamics of the system. The corre-
sponding complex eigenvalue, λk, for each DMD mode governs how the mode evolves in time,
with the real portion determining the exponential growth/decay rate of the mode, and the
imaginary portion determining the sinusoidal oscillator frequency of the mode. The eigen-
values in Λ represent the discrete time dynamics, and to obtain continuous time dynamics





Here ∆t is the time step between snapshots, and in the base DMD algortithm it is required
to be constant, although alternative approaches considering non-uniform sampling have been
considered [28]. Using the low rank approximations of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, a





φk exp(ωkt)bk = Φ exp(Ωt)b (27)
where b is a column vector containing the initial amplitudes of the modes, and is calculated
by projecting the modes onto the first snapshot,
b = Φ†x1 (28)
The outlined DMD algorithm provides a data-driven modal decomposition that takes advan-
tage of a low rank subspace to linearly approximate the underlying dominant dynamics of a
complex system. As mentioned in Chapter 1, DMD will act as a Discrete Fourier Transform
of the entire system, and as such the algorithm is amenable to stationary (unsteady but
fluctuates about a mean point) data sets, or purely periodic systems. The method outlined
in the subsequent section details the modifications made to the base DMD algorithm to
enable it for multi-resolution analysis, in an attempt to make the method more applicable
to non-stationary data sets.
2.3 Multi-Resolution Dynamic Mode Decomposition
As outlined in 1.1.3, mrDMD performs a recursive DMD procedure that hierarchically ex-
tracts coherent structures and their associated dynamics, acting as a multi-resolution scheme
for data-driven time frequency analysis. Two user defined parameters are outlined in the
first step of the algorithm; a number of levels, `max, and a radius of removal, ρ. The number
of levels indicates the levels of recursion, i.e. how many times mrDMD will divide the num-
ber of snapshots into jmax bins and perform the DMD algorithm within each bin. It should
be noted that the maximum number of bins at a given level, jmax, is given by 2
`−1, with `
being the current level of recursion. The radius of removal, ρ, denotes the radius of a circle
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in the complex plane, and all continuous time DMD eigenvalues that fall within the radius
of removal (|ωk| ≤ ρ) for a given bin, jk, are considered ’slow modes’ whose influence will be
removed.
The entire mrDMD algorithm is a function of the matrix containing the entire time se-
ries of snapshots Xraw, as well as the two user defined parameters ` and ρ. There is freedom
of choice by the user in determining the two defined parameters. Since the number of time
bins per level is determined by `, this parameter is set based on the required time resolution
of the analysis. The limiting factor with `max is the number of snapshots being considered.
Since the snapshots considered per bin is halved at each level of recursion, a threshold where
not enough snapshots to accurately capture the underlying physics can be reached quickly
if m is small.
The radius ρ is set in a principled way according to the physics of the system in question.
Two general formulas for determining ρ are considered in this work,





where a and b are scalars, and T is the time period in seconds being considered by a given
bin. 29a is used in this work in the validation step of the algorithm, where a is the Strouhal
number (a = St = 0.3) of the lowest frequency SBLI’s outlined in [29]. This was done to
capture the dominant shock motion of the system at the first level of analysis, and higher
frequency turbulent effects at higher levels. 29b defines ρ as the maximum number of cycles,
b, that a frequency can undergo and still be considered ’slow’ for a given bin. b can also
be treated as a general scalar, used to mimic the relationship in Equation 11. This latter
method is used in the application of the algorithm to the non-stationary case of unstart,
where ρ = 7.96
T
, to generally capture higher frequency events as well as isolate shock train
motion.
The mrDMD algorithm performs the DMD algorithm outlined in section 2.2 in each time
bin at a given level. A time reconstruction of the slow modes captured in each bin is created
as defined by the base DMD algorithm, and the full system can be represented by combining












This expression can also be interpreted as finding the least squares fit of the dynamics of the
system at each level and bin. It should also be noted the function f `,j(t) is a sifting function
that zeros all data outside the current set of snapshots being considered. This can lead to
artificially high frequencies near cut-off points, and other sifting functions such as wavelets
have been proposed by Kutz et al [9].
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Chapter 3: Results
3.1 Validation of mrDMD on Statistically Stationary Flow
Since little literature exists on applying mrDMD to complex, turbulent flow-fields the mrDMD
algorithm created for this work was validated on the statistically stationary case of super-
sonic flow past a wall-mounted turret. The same database that was used for DMD analysis
in [29], was used for validation. The dominant flow-physics for this database are unsteady
SBLIs with a low Strouhal number (St ≈ 0.3), the incoming turbulent boundary-layer, the
separation zones both before and after the mounted turret, and the shear layer. The three
latter coherent structures exhibit broadband frequency scales, since they are closed tied to
the turbulence in the flow-field. A 5-level mrDMD analysis was applied to a series of 2000
snapshots of the density field from the database. Using the a priori knowledge of the un-
derlying physics, the radius of removal was set as ρ = 0.3 ∗ `, so that all dominant SBLIs
were expected to be captured as ’slow modes’ in the first level of the analysis. At higher
levels of the mrDMD analysis, it was expected for the turbulent flow features to be iden-
tified, with the captured coherent structures becoming finer and finer in scale. It was also
expected for the mrDMD results to match the DMD results from [29], since the system is
statistically stationary and contains the same relevant frequency content at all points in time.
Successful implementation of the radius ρ as a function of the SBLI Strouhal number al-
lowed the mrDMD algorithm to extract the mean density field and a dominant shock mode
in the first level of analysis. The mean mode in Fig 7 and the shock mode in Fig 8 match
the DMD results from [29], both in mode shape and in the dynamics associated with the
eigenvalue of each mode.
Figure 7: Density mean mode extracted from level 1 of mrDMD analysis
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Figure 8: Shock mode extracted from level 1 of mrDMD analysis
At the third level of the mrDMD analysis, the turbulent boundary layer, separation regions,
and reattachment zone become the dominant coherent structures that are captured. Some
traces of the leading shock waves are still present at level three. At the fifth level of the
analysis, the turbulent phenomena continue to dominate the dynamics, and the captured
coherent structures are of finer scale with higher associated frequencies, as was expected.
It should be noted that the described dynamics persisted through all time bins at levels 3
and 5 respectively, and the sample modes shown from these levels are representative of the
general mode types present across all time bins at their respective level.
Figure 9: Mode with coherent structures of turbulent phenomena extracted from level 3, bin
1 of mrDMD analysis
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Figure 10: Mode with coherent structures of turbulent phenomena mode extracted from
level 5, bin 10 of mrDMD analysis
The modes captured by the mrDMD algorithm matched the mode shapes from the DMD
analysis in [29], and the frequency content from the new mrDMD analysis matched previous
DMD results. For statistically stationary systems with no outlying events, normal DMD
should be the variant of the algorithm used, since applying mrDMD is not as efficient as
using the base DMD algorithm and yields the same results. In this case mrDMD was used to
validate the newly developed algorithm and also show that the ρ parameter can successfully
be set as a Strouhal number filter for oscillatory systems, assuming that a consistent non-
dimensional time step is used to calculate the continuous time eigenvalues.
3.2 Description of Unstart Database
A LES of a scramjet isolator undergoing unstart was performed by Alspach in 2018 [24]. Flow
enters the isolator with a Mach number (Me) of 2.24, Reynolds number (Re) of 253,000, and
a boundary layer thickness (δ) of 5 mm. In the simulation. unstart is induced by the pressure
rise caused by a 31◦ ramp at the rear of isolator. The computational domain includes an
upstream cavity with and L/D ratio of 3. Despite the high Re and complex flowpath,
the simulation was performed in such a way that eddies were not resolved, and as such the
internal isolator flow is laminar. For this work, only the 2-D slice taken through the flow-field
center-z plane is considered. 489 snapshots of the u-velocity component were extracted for
use in the DMD and mrDMD algorithms, with each snapshot being separated by ∆t = 0.1s.
3.3 DMD Results
The DMD algorithm calculated 488 dynamical modes that best locally and linearly represent
the dynamics from the simulation snapshots. The full spectrum of the continuous time
eigenvalues that correspond to these modes is shown in Fig 11. The dynamics associated
with these calculated eigenvalues exhibit a range oscillatory behavior, with the frequencies
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ranging from 0 to 5 Hz. 5 of the dynamical modes also exhibit a significant decay rate.
Figure 11: Continuous-time eigenvalue spectrum for DMD analysis of unstart simulation
The initial mode amplitudes, normalized by the maximum value in the b vector, are plotted
with their associated frequency as well.
Figure 12: Initial mode amplitudes and frequency spectrum from DMD of unstart simulation
While the information in Fig 11 and 12 can provide meaningful insight for statistically sta-
tionary systems, for non-stationary systems the results might not correspond to anything
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with physical meaning. In Fig 11, the frequency components of the system given by the
DMD algorithm might only be the eigenvalues of the best fit linear operator A, without
corresponding to the actual oscillatory behavior of coherent structures in the flow-field. A
similar caution must be given for the initial mode amplitudes (b) in Fig 12, where how much
a given mode is present in the first snapshot of the unstart simulation may have no real
impact on the dynamical significance of a mode, since the flow-field evolves significantly over
time.
Due to the time-evolving nature of the unstart flow-field, some of the DMD modes them-
selves might not have any physical meaning as well. However, some DMD modes were able
to capture relevant coherent structures that are clearly present within the isolator flow-field
during unstart. The mean modes that were captured by DMD contained signatures of the
dominant separation bubble on the bottom isolator wall, some top wall separation, traces of
the shock train, and also exhibited some shear layer dynamics associated with the cavity.
(a) First mean mode, shows large separation and some shock structures
(b) Second mean mode, shows separation and some shock train signatures
(c) Third mean mode, shows some PCST shock signature and cavity dynamics
Figure 13: Modes with Im(w) = 0 captured from DMD analysis (a) Mode 1/488 (b) Mode
2/488 (c) Mode 175/488
These mean modes exhibit some coherent structures that are present in the isolator during
unstart, but these modes might not have physical significance since the flow-field evolves
considerably over time, and time average would not accurately represent the flow-field. Some
other modes of potential interest are the modes that exhibit a significant decay rate, shown
by the five outliers in Fig 11. Of these five modes, one is the mean mode shown in Fig 13,
and the other four are two sets of complex conjugates. All three of these mode sets exhibit a
shock signature near the shear layer that extends from the cavity, as well as internal cavity
dynamics.
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(a) Second decay mode, shows some shock structure, cavity dynamics, and cavity shear layer
(b) Third decay mode, shows some shock structure, cavity dynamics, and cavity shear layer
Figure 14: Modes with significant decay rate captured from DMD analysis (a) Mode 483/488
(b) Mode 487/488
The modes in Fig. 15 could be representative of shock oscillation or shear layer frequency
components in the unstart flow-field that are dynamically significant but decay quickly. The
dynamical influence of these modes on the system could also not be physically significant
due to the non-stationary nature of the data.
Another group of DMD modes of interest are those with the lowest magnitude eigenval-
ues. These could be representative of the dynamics in unstart with the lowest frequency
content, which would likely be present for a longer time period during the unstart event. It
should also be noted that these low magnitude eigenvalues were captured as slow modes in
the first level of the following mrDMD analysis.
(a) Mode 4, shows separation and one dominant shock signature
(b) Mode 6, shows less separation but contains multiple shock wave and shock cell signatures
(c) Mode 8, shows shock train signature near cavity lip
(d) Mode 10, shows compact shock train near cavity, as well as possible downstream shock behavior
Figure 15: Modes with low magnitude eigenvalues captured from DMD analysis, all with
|ωk| < 0.1
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These low magnitude eigenvalues generally capture some of the dominant coherent struc-
tures associated with the cavity-modulated isolator unstart case, such as large separation
regions, cavity shear layer deflection, shock train signatures near the cavity lip, and some
downstream shock activity, but in general do not show an indication of the upstream shock
train and separation bubble movement that dominate unstart. This is likely due to the base
DMD algorithm’s inability to accurately capture coherent structures that exhibit statisti-
cally non-stationary behavior.
Some modes from the DMD analysis exhibited the signatures of many shocks, closely placed
one after the other, as outlined in the red box in Fig 16
Figure 16: Mode 71/488, that exhibits a near cavity shock pattern that is closely stacked in
the streamwise direction
This shock signature could be indicative of the issues SVD based methods have with ob-
jects that exhibit translational invariance across snapshots, like travelling waves. The SVD
decomposition of the snapshots with travelling shock waves could be producing a basis of
artificially high dimension, that treats the shock wave at each location as many independent
coherent structures, rather than one structure moving through both space and time. This
phenomena occurs with the SVD of a pure travelling wave, and leads to a POD basis with the
wave at many distinct spatial points, which in turn creates a projection basis with not much
physical meaning. This issue with representing a simple travelling wave in a data-driven
way could be extending itself to the complex flow-field of the isolator undergoing unstart,
where the moving, coherent shock wave structures are represented by a set of physically
meaningless modes calculated with poor bases and singular values. This shock-trace feature
was present in many of the modes, ranging from around mode 30 to mode 180. Two more
sample modes that exhibit the stacking pattern are shown in Fig 17.
(a) Mode 113 that also exhibits shock-stacking pattern
(b) Mode 177 that also exhibits the shock-stacking pattern
Figure 17: Sample modes that exhibit shock-stacking near rear lip of cavity
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Many of the remaining modes, ranging from mode number 181 to 488, showed signatures of
cavity dynamics, shear layer oscillation, and some intermittent flow behavior on the top and
bottom walls of the isolator. These modes all had higher frequencies associated with their
dynamics, with imaginary portions of their eigenvalues ranging from 1.86 to 5. Two sample
modes from this range are given to provide an indication of what coherent structures the
higher mode numbers captured.
(a) Mode 229 that exhibits some shear layer deflection
(b) Mode 324 that exhibits cavity dynamics and some intermittent downstream wall activity
Figure 18: Sample modes from the higher frequency range
All of the general mode shapes of interest captured by the DMD analysis exhibited some
coherent structures that are present in the unstart simulation, such as shock structures near
the rear lip of the cavity, large bottom wall separation, shear layer oscillations and deflection,
and internal cavity dynamics. The DMD modes failed to capture the forward movement of
the PCST from the rear portion of the isolator, the growth of the bottom separation bubble,
and the development of shock/cavity interactions, all of which are dynamically important
events that need to be identified and modeled for control systems to be accurately developed.
Additionally, the DMD modes possibly exhibited evidence of the SVD failing to characterize
spatio-temporal patterns in the data associated with shock movements, which reinforces that
DMD is a poor tool for data-driven modeling of scramjet unstart.
3.4 mrDMD Results
A four-level mrDMD analysis was performed on the unstart database. The radius of removal
parameter was set as ρ = 7.96
T
, where T is the time period being considered in each specific
time bin (jk). The ρ parameter was set in this manner to capture > 10 slow modes at level
one. This was determined by plotting the full continuous time eigenvalue spectrum from the
DMD analysis, and setting a radius that would capture the desired number of modes. The ρ
parameter is also set as f( 1
T
) to mimic the time-frequency resolution trade-off in MRA. The
mrDMD modes from level one are not presented in this section, as they are identical to the
low magnitude eigenvalue modes from Fig 15. Although not all first level mrDMD modes are
presented in Fig 15, the general ’shape’ of those not depicted is the same. To identify any
benefit mrDMD has over DMD at identifying the underlying dynamics in the time-evolving
isolator flow-field, sample mrDMD modes from levels 2 and 3 are compared to DMD modes
and instantaneous u-velocity snapshots. Sample mrDMD modes from level 4 are presented
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on their own, to show how the dynamics of the non-stationary database are captured at the
highest level of algorithm recursion. It should also be noted that a given level and bin are
referred to as (`i, jk).
3.4.1 mrDMD Level 2
At the second level of the analysis, the time series of snapshots is divided into two time bins,
each containing 244 instantaneous u-velocity field measurements. In the first half of the
snapshots, the PCST resides in the rear portion of the isolator and slowly moves upstream.
In the second half of the snapshots, the PCST reaches the rear lip of the cavity and a large
region of separated flow develops along the bottom wall. An instantaneous snapshot from
each half of the time-series is depicted in Fig 19, as well as a DMD mode that best depicts
the dynamics of the flow-field, and a mrDMD mode from both (2, 1) and (2, 2).
(a) Snapshot 220/489, shows PCST in back half of the isolator
(b) Snapshot 350/489, shows shock train and separation bubble at cavity rear lip
(c) DMD mode 71, shows shock signature near cavity and some downstream activity
(d) mrDMD(2,1) mode 4, identifies shock train in rear section of isolator
(e) mrDMD(2,2) mode 8, shows shock trace near cavity
Figure 19: Snapshot, DMD mode, and mrDMD mode comparison for level 2
mrDMD was able to identify the shock train in distinct locations at the second level of
analysis, which is indicative of mrDMD being able to identify relevant coherent structures
as they move throughout the flow-field over time. Shock-train movement and separation
bubble growth are indicated in the mrDMD modes from (2,1) and (2,2), which was not
discernible in the higher DMD modes. Some lower DMD modes better capture the coherent
structures of the flow-field than mode 71 used for comparison in 19, but these modes all have
low magnitude eigenvalues and were captured as slow modes in the first level of mrDMD
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analysis. This allows mrDMD to identify the movement of coherent structures with finer
temporal resolution in addition to retaining the original DMD modes that best capture the
underlying dynamics. It should also be noted that the data is highly non-stationary in the
two smaller time bins at level two of the analysis, so the same caution when observing DMD
modes must be applied to extracting dynamical information from the mrDMD modes.
3.4.2 mrDMD Level 3
At level three of the analysis shock train movement and shape, cavity activity, and sepa-
ration development are much more clearly resolved in the captured modes than the modes
in level two of mrDMD. Across the four time bins, the shock train clearly moves upstream,
and the captured mrDMD modes accurately retain similar shock train geometry to what is
observed in the instantaneous snapshots.
In the first time bin, the shock train is identified in the rear portion of the isolator near
the ramp, and its physical structure is represented much more accurately than it is in any
of the normal DMD modes. The slow modes in mrDMD(3,1) also indicate the development
of top and bottom wall separation near the front of the shock train.
(a) Snapshot 95/489, shows PCST near the unstart inducing ramp
(b) DMD mode 20, that best captures shocks near ramp
(c) mrDMD(3,1) mode 1, shows shock train near ramp
(d) mrDMD(3,1) mode 1, shows shock train and separation near front of shocks
Figure 20: Snapshot, DMD mode, and mrDMD mode comparison for level 3 bin 1
In the first time bin, mrDMD is able to resolve coherent structures of the flow-field that
DMD completely fails to identify. The dynamics associated with these structures might
still be physically insignificant, but the identification of coherent structures at their proper
spatio-temporal location indicates mrDMD is much better at handling the non-stationary
flow-field than DMD is.
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In the second time bin, mrDMD is able to identify the shock train after it has moved
slightly upstream due to the unstart-inducing pressure rise. In addition to identifying the
shock train in a new location, mrDMD is able to identify a separation bubble in the vicinity
of the shock train. The flow in and around the cavity remains largely undisturbed in this
time bin as well.
(a) Snapshot 220/489, shows PCST after it moves slightly upstream
(b) DMD mode 20, still the mode that best identifies shocks near ramp
(c) mrDMD(3,2) mode 8, identifies shock train structures slightly upstream of ramp
(d) mrDMD(3,2) mode 6, shows shock train and separation near front of shocks
Figure 21: Snapshot, DMD mode, and mrDMD mode comparison for level 3 bin 2
At the second time bin in the third level, mrDMD was again able to capture coherent struc-
tures that DMD failed to. mrDMD was able to capture both the shock train location and
the coherent shape of the shocks, as shown in the rear portion of mode 6 from mrDMD(3,2).
The large separation bubble shown on the bottom could be an indication of the significant
upstream shock train movement that is occurring during this quarter of the snapshots.
During the third quarter of the snapshot series, the shock train and bottom wall separa-
tion bubble reach the cavity. Flow begins to spill into the cavity over the rear lip, signifi-
cantly deflecting the shear layer and changing the structure of the PCST. There is significant
movement of the shock waves near the rear cavity lip during this time bin.
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(a) Snapshot 350/489, shows PCST as it reaches cavity
(b) DMD mode 71, mode that best identifies shock movement
(c) mrDMD(3,3) mode 5, shows shock traces near cavity rear lip and shear layer deflection
(d) mrDMD(3,3) mode 6, exhibits shock-stacking feature shown in DMD modes
Figure 22: Snapshot, DMD mode, and mrDMD mode comparison for level 3 bin 3
During the third time bin the PCST moves and changes to a more lambda like structure.
This continual movement of the wave structure could be causing mrDMD(3,3) modes to
exhibit the same shock-stacking phenomenon that the normal DMD modes exhibit, due to
the implementation of the SVD on non-stationary data. The shock train movement dom-
inates this portion of the snapshot series, and the stacking phenomenon occurring in both
mrDMD(3,3) and DMD modes could be indicative that SVD based methods are ill-equipped
to handle periods of shock movement and shape change. However, the stacking signature is
less-profound in the mrDMD(3,3) modes than the DMD modes, but this could just be due
to the time-localization to the third quarter of the time series.
In the fourth time bin, the shock train re-establishes itself with its new lambda like struc-
ture, and recedes downstream from the rear lip of the cavity to a more central location in the
isolator. DMD was able to capture the final shock location, but the mode that depicted its
location was associated with a significant decay rate. mrDMD was able to capture the shock
train in its proper location, as well as identify its lambda structure, but the mrDMD(3,4)
modes exhibit the same shock-stacking phenomenon as in mrDMD(3,3).
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(a) Snapshot 444/489, shows PCST in its final location
(b) DMD mode 175, mode that best identifies final PCST location
(c) mrDMD(3,4) mode 2, shows PCST final location and some shock-stacking
(d) mrDMD(3,4) mode 5, identifies final PCST structure
Figure 23: Snapshot, DMD mode, and mrDMD mode comparison for level 3 bin 3
Across all four time bins at the third level, mrDMD was able to identify coherent structures
that DMD was either able to only resolve poorly, or failed to capture entirely. The modes
from the periods of intense PCST movement and shape change (j = 3, 4), exhibit similar
shock-stacking phenomena that the DMD modes do. This could be due to the difficulty
the SVD has with characterizing translationally invariant structures in a low rank manner.
Also since mrDMD is an unsupervised MRA method, only slow modes will be captured in
each time bin. Un-captured ’fast’ modes with higher magnitude eigenvalues could better
represent the flow-field during these highly dynamical periods of shock movement.
3.4.3 mrDMD Level 4
At level four, the snapshots were divided into eight equal time bins. At this level of recursion,
the movement of the PCST and development of separation is very clearly depicted. Many of
the captured modes exhibit the shock-stacking pattern mentioned previously, but the major
coherent structures in the flow-field are captured at their appropriate points in space and
time, in a finer temporal resolution than at levels 1, 2, and 3. The clear identification of
the dominant coherent structures as they evolve over time is indicative that higher level
mrDMD analyses could better identify dynamical structures in non-stationary flow data, as
demonstrated by the modes captured in the fourth level of the mrDMD analysis.
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(a) mrDMD(4,1) mode 8
(b) mrDMD(4,2) mode 7
(c) mrDMD(4,3) mode 3
(d) mrDMD(4,5) mode 4
(e) mrDMD(4,6) mode 4
(f) mrDMD(4,7) mode 7
(g) mrDMD(4,8) mode 5
Figure 24: mrDMD mode comparison for level 4
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As shown in 24, mrDMD was able to identify coherent structures and their time evolving
nature in the isolator flow-field. At the highest level of recursion, the fine time-resolution
allows for clear identification of PCST movement, separation development, and the changing
of the PCST shape from purely oblique to a more lambda like structure. These features were
not resolved in any meaningful way by DMD, and mrDMD clearly demonstrates its improved
capability at handling non-stationary data at higher levels of recursion.
It should be noted no slow modes were retained for the fourth time bin at level four of
the analysis, since all the continuous-time eigenvalues fell outside the threshold set by ρ as
depicted in Fig 25. The shock-train experiences its most significant upstream movement in
terms of physical distance during this eighth of the snapshots. This could possibly cause the
DMD algorithm to attribute the isolator dynamics to modes with large magnitude eigen-
values, and consequentially impose more short-lived, high-frequency, and quickly decaying
dynamics to the coherent structures in the flow-path.
Figure 25: Continuous-time eigenvalue spectrum for mrDMD(4,4)
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Chapter 4: Conclusions
Two data-driven modal decomposition techniques were used to analyze data from a LES
simulation of a cavity controlled scramjet isolator undergoing unstart. The two methods
that were employed were Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) and its multi-resolution
extension (mrDMD). The primary goal was to apply the modal decomposition techniques
to identify the underlying coherent dynamical structures in the isolator during unstart. The
secondary goal was to compare the results of the two methods, and determine the benefits
mrDMD has over the base DMD method when it is applied to the statistically non-stationary
case of scramjet unstart.
Before applying mrDMD to the non-stationary unstart flow-field, the algorithm was val-
idated on the statistically stationary case of supersonic flow over a wall mounted turret.
Since the flow is statistically stationary with no outlying events, mrDMD acted like the
normal DMD algorithm, but with a Strouhal number filter at each level of recursion. The
mrDMD method was able to accurately capture the density mean mode and dominant shock
mode at the first level of recursion, where ρ = StSBLI ≤ 0.3. At higher levels of recursion,
mrDMD was able to identify the turbulent boundary layer, rear shear layer, and separation
regions that are present in the flow-field.
When applied to the unstart case, DMD was able to identify some gross flow features present
in the isolator during the unstart event. Lower frequency DMD modes identified large bot-
tom wall separation and shock train traces, while higher frequency modes identified cavity
shear layer oscillations. DMD also completely failed to accurately capture the movement of
the PCST as a coherent structure during unstart. Many of the captured DMD modes exhib-
ited a ’shock-stacking’ phenomena where many lambda-like shock structures were observed
in close spatial proximity to each other near the rear lip of the cavity. This phenomena
does not occur in the actual simulation, so this phenomena could be due to the application
of a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based method to data that exhibits significant
translational movement. It is also possible that the calculated DMD modes do not have
much physical significance due to the data-driven nature of the method, so the results would
need to be validated with other tools like FFT point probes.
The application of mrDMD to the unstart database yielded results that much more accu-
rately depict the flow physics occurring in the isolator. The hierarchical nature of mrDMD
allowed features like PCST movement, separation development, and shock cavity interac-
tions to be identified starting at just the second level of analysis. As the level of recursion
and temporal resolution increased, mrDMD was able to clearly identify the time-evolving
location of coherent structures in the isolator, which was something that the base DMD
method entirely failed to do. At level four, bin four of the mrDMD analysis no slow modes
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were captured. This eighth of the snapshots corresponded to the period of most significant
PCST movement, and the failure of mrDMD to capture low frequency dynamics could in-
dicate the ability of mrDMD to identify periods of highly transient movement in a data
set, in an entirely data driven manner. While the non-stationary effects of unstart are less
pronounced in the smaller time bins of the higher analysis levels, the PCST still exhibits
significant streamwise movement, which means the SVD based method might still be calcu-
lating physically irrelevant modes. Wavelet point probes might be pursued to determine if
the dynamical modes calculated by mrDMD represent true underlying physics or not.
The two methods of DMD and mrDMD were both able to identify gross flow features present
in the unstarting isolator. However, DMD failed to resolve the movement of these coher-
ent structures through time, while mrDMD was able to capture structures in their correct
spatio-temporal vicinities. This indicates that the time-windowing of snapshots and hierar-
chical time-frequency analysis used in the mrDMD method make it a more attractive modal
decomposition technique for multi-scale and statistically non-stationary data sets. mrDMD
still likely contains issues related to taking the SVD of non-stationary data, and future work
to alleviate these issues could greatly improve the data-driven analysis of unstart simulations.
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Appendix A: DMD COde
%Script to calculate DMD modes and Eigenvalues of Snapshot set.
clear all; close all; clc;
%%%Data Loading (Load S matrix from proper directory)
data = load(’/mpidir_medusa/sullivan.1041/ugthesis/uvel_matsnaps/uvelsnaps.mat’,’S’);
Xraw = data.S.var; %Declare Xraw variable
X1 = Xraw(:,1:end-1);
X2 = Xraw(:,2:end);


















filename = input(’Enter name for DMD results file\n’,’s’)
save(filename,’DMDresults’);
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Appendix B: mrDMD Matlab Code
%For Loop Based mrDMD Algorithm, takes DMD formatted snapshots in and
outputs mrDMD results for user specified # of levels
clear all; close all; clc;
%%%Data Loading - Load S variable from 2D FV_snap_interpolate script
data1 = load(’/mpidir_medusa/sullivan.1041/ugthesis/uvel_matsnaps/uvelsnaps.mat’,’S’);
% data2 = load(’rho_mrDMD_testsnaps_halfGrid_4000_4999.mat’);
Xraw = data1.S.var;
dt = 0.1; %Time Step
%%%Algorithm Parameters (mrDMD = f(lvls,dt,cycles/period))
maxlev = 4; %Set number of mrDMD levels you want
maxbins = 2^(maxlev-1); %Bins per mrDMD level go as 2^(l-1)
%%% mrDMD Struct Initialization
%Create empty struct that is size(maxlev,maxbins)
mrDMD(maxlev,maxbins) = struct(’Data’,[]);
%%%mrDMD For Loop
for l=1:maxlev %level counter
binlim=2^(l-1); %Set max bin limit for level of mrDMD
datastep = size(Xraw,2)/(2^(l-1)); %Create datastep variable to increment
datastep = floor(datastep); %Round integers down
T = floor(size(Xraw,2)/l)*dt; %get time period for each level of mrDMD
%RADIUS OF REMOVAL SELECTION
rho = 7.96/T
%rho = .3*l %radius set as St number*level








%Add rho to struct for each bin
mrDMD(l,j).rho = rho;
%Perform DMD Algorithm
X = mrDMD(l,j).Data; %Set X equal to snapshot set for given bin
X1 = X(:,1:end-1); X2 = X(:,2:end);
[U,S,V] = svd(X1,’econ’);
r = size(U,2);%Rank reduction variable







mrDMD(l,j).Omega = Omega; %Store data at given level,bin
%Calculate and Store DMD modes for jth bin
Phi = X2*V/S*W;
mrDMD(l,j).Phi = Phi;






Phislow = Phi(:,ind); %Slow DMD modes
Omegaslow = Omega(ind); %Slow DMD eigenvals
bslow = b(ind);
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Xsub = zeros(size(Xraw)); %Placeholder variable
Xdmdslow = Phislow*time_dyn; %Time solution of slow modes
mrDMD(l,j).Xdmdslow = Xdmdslow; %Store slow mode soln
%Subtract Slow Mode Time Dynamics from Full Data Set
if j==1
Xsub(:,1:datastep) = mrDMD(l,j).Xdmdslow;
Xraw = Xraw - Xsub;
else
Xsub(:,(j-1)*datastep:j*datastep-1) = mrDMD(l,j).Xdmdslow;
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